
Category Record Amount or Check It Off Each Day DAY 1 DAY 2 Day 3 DAY 4 DAY 5 DAY 6 DAY 7
This is for those that don't have a court. Option to do everything together or split the day 
up and do Warm Up to Serving Portion and then Strength to Stamina Portion (if this is 
the case then warm up again with 5 min jump rope). Can do the Mental Category at any 
time during the day. Do what you can and see if you can stick to it for 7 days. 
Warm Up - Jump Rope for 5 min (count total) 
Footwork/Movement Patterns Alternate Sets do 3 rounds (30 sec on, 15 sec off)

- Figure 8s w racket (3 types - shuffle, hit off the front 
foot, hit off the back foot) 
- Lateral Hops w racket and push off outside foot
Alternate Sets do 3 rounds (30 sec on, 15 sec off)
- Offensive V movement w groundstroke
- Defensive V movement w groundstroke 
Alternate Sets do 3 rounds (30 sec on, 15 sec off)
- Offensive V movement w volley
- Forward volley to Overhead 
- Serve and volley with a jog back to start 
GET CREATIVE - come up with your own drill and tag 
@coachemilyzabor

Hit Against the Wall (w target)

- find a wall in your 
garage/outside of your house or 
a nearby building. Create a 
target with tape or chalk, turn 
on some music and have some 
fun!

- 5 min FH volleys total in target
- 5 min BH volleys total in target
- 5 min alternating FH/BH in a row
- 5 min FH groundstrokes total in target
- 5 min BH groundstrokes total in target
- 5 min alternating FH/BH in a row
- 5 min FH groundstroke to FH volley in a row
- 5 min BH groundstroke to BH volley in a row
- 5 min FH slice total in target
- 5 min BH slice total in target 
- 5 min alternating FH/BH in a row
GET CREATIVE - come up with your own drill and tag 
@coachemilyzabor

Serving (repeat 3x)
- 10 first serve tosses up a pole or something straight
- 10 serve finishes on the non-dominant foot
- 10 serve finishes and recoveries 

Strength/Core Alternate Sets 2 rounds
- 10 alternating forward lunges both sides
- 10 pushups 
- 30 sec mountain climbers
Alternate Sets 2 rounds
- 10 alternating backward lunges both sides
- 10 jump squats 
- 1 minute plank
Alternate Sets 2 rounds
- 1 minute wall sit 
- 15 leg raises 
- 50 bicycle crunches 

Stamina OUTDOORS/have enough space
1 minute on, 1 minute off 3 rounds of each (how many 
sets can you get in a minute?)
- 5 x 10 x 5 (shuffle 5 yards, sprint 10 yards, 
decelerate for 5 yards)  
- 5 x 15 x 5 (backpedal 5 yards, sprint 15 yards, 
decelerate for 5 yards) 
- sprint 20 yards and jog back to start
INDOORS 
- bike, row, treadmill, elliptical for 20 minutes doing an 
interval workout or find a workout video online for 
stamina

Mental 

- take 20 minutes to start reading a book, find an 
article, watch a youtube video of something that will 
help, challenge, or inspire you. 
- watch and track a match (can find this on youtube 
and use a match tracking app) write down what your 
strategy might be for the players if you are their coach, 
what they are doing well and what they need to work 
on. Share with your coach. 


